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Australia

• Implementation timetable:
– Aligned to timetable for US testing
– Earliest implementation - mid-2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Australian implementation date will be informed by the outcomes of US testing, which means that the earliest possible implementation is mid-2011 (not June)Although the National Library of Australia (NLA) will be monitoring the U.S. national libraries' testing of RDA, they are not conducting testing per se. The National Library of Australia has an implementation plan for RDA which encompasses some aspects of testing to enable them to refine their procedures and plan training.NLA is currently considering their position on the options and alternatives in RDA, and reviewing implications for existing practices.NLA is also evaluating the desirability of creating workflows in the RDA Toolkit.
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Australia

• Training
– Planning underway by Australian Committee on 

Cataloguing
– Survey undertaken to assess training needs

– Train-the-trainer from late 2010
http://www.nla.gov.au/lis/stndrds/grps/acoc/documents/trainingsurveyaust.doc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACOC (the Australian Committee on Cataloguing) has a central role in planning training for Australia.In cooperation with the National Library of Australia and National Library of New Zealand, ACOC conducted a survey of training needs in March/April 2010. The full survey results as well as ACOC responses to the issues it raised can be viewed on the ACOC website.Based on the results, planning is now underway to deliver train- the-trainer training from late 2010. It is expected that training courses for cataloguers will start to be conducted in first half of 2011.Training materials are being made available via the ACOC website, and more will be added over time.

http://www.nla.gov.au/lis/stndrds/grps/acoc/documents/trainingsurveyaust.doc
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National Library of Australia

• Systems planning
– Make necessary changes to the Australian 

National Bibliographic Database
– Review cataloguing policies
– Plan for conversion of legacy access points
– Implement changes to accommodate RDA in 

local catalogue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the agreed Australian implementation date, the Australian National Bibliographic Database (ANBD) is committed to supporting the creation and exchange of records according to RDA. Changes will be made to support RDA, including changes to the record import and export services, validation, match/merge, cataloguing templates, presentation and indexes to allow searching, input and exchange of new or changed MARC fields. Support for RDA will be implemented in the training system well in advance of the implementation date. RDA-related changes will be reflected in training courses and system documentation.  ANBD cataloguing policies will also be reviewed, taking account of LC Policy Statements (LCPS).Users will be provided with  users with as much notice as possible of any changes to the data format and cataloguing policy. The feasibility and/or desirability to use global change programs to create any new RDA data elements using data that is already present in records, or to massage existing data elements so that they comply with RDA will be evaluated. The timing of any such changes will be carefully considered so that they meet the needs of the greatest number of Australian libraries.The National Library of Australia will also implement changes in their internal Voyager database. The Library will also evaluate potential changes to the local catalogue such as display and indexing of new tags and use of new MARC tags in relevance ranking.
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Library and Archives Canada

• Systems planning
– Implement changes to accommodate RDA in 

AMICUS
– Determine impact on Canadian Union 

Catalogue and make necessary changes to 
loading/matching programs

– Evaluate impact on products
– Plan for conversion of legacy access points
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Canada

• Training in Canada
– Planning underway by Canadian Library 

Association's Technical Services 
Interest Group

– Evaluating results of survey undertaken 
to assess training needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training and documentation:  - Review of LC Policy Statements (LCPS) to assist in review of LAC's rule interpretations - Revise LAC RI as necessary- Undertake activity to decide which options/alternatives to follow - to be done in collaboration with other JSC national libraries- Create workflows-Develop training documentation for LAC and the Canadian library community with the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing-LAC working with CCC to consider different models for delivery for delivery of training - webinars, train the trainers
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Canada

• Translation:
– Negotiations with co-publishers and ASTED 

(the library association in Canada serving 
French language libraries) is underway

– LAC dependency for full implementation -
availability of French version of RDA
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Canada

• Timetable:
– Aligned to timetable for US testing
– Earliest implementation - mid-2011 

(dependency re: French translation)
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UK
CILIP
– Communications

Executive Briefings programme
– Training

“Moving on in MARC 21: potential impact of RDA”

CILIP Cataloguing and Indexing Group (Task and 
Finish Group)

– Orientation
– Training

“RDA in the UK” survey” underway 
Assessment of needs questionnaire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CILIP (Chartered Institute for Information Professionals) is offering a programme of executive briefings.  The first briefings were held in March; updating sessions will follow in 2011.CILIP already offers a course evaluating the impact of RDA on MARC 21 and will be developing its other training offerings, which currently include training in AACR2.RDA has been a regular feature in CIG standards workshops, but it is fair to say that reaction to RDA in the UK has been muted.  CIG has set up a task and finish group to evaluate the training  needs of the UK community and a needs assessment questionnaire was issued to coincide with the RDA open access period.  
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BL Plans
• September 2010-March 2011: Testing and 
evaluating RDA 
• RDA Implementation environment will 
provide a test bed for 

• implementation in Aleph (from August 2010)
• MARC 21 changes
• implementation group training (Sept)
• scenario evaluation
• end to end workflow testing
• creation of test data
• exchange of test data

• BL will share plans and results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to conduct realistic testing, BL aims to implement an RDA Implementation Environment on Aleph.  This is envisaged as a fully functional version of Aleph with bibliographic, authority, holdings and admin. Libraries.  A substantial set of test data will be included to ensure that RDA data can be comprehensively testing together with legacy data.  The requirements have been specified and we aim to have the resource in place before RDA is released.  The main changes from our production set up will be to configure the new MARC fields, etc. and to index them. Once the system is in place we will use it to create test data, which can then be used in end to end workflow efficiency testing and to evaluate different scenarios.  BL will share its documentation and results.
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• July 2010-March 2011: Testing and 
Evaluation 

• Implementation not earlier than 2011 Q3
• RDA implementation is institutional 

decision
• BL implementation decision will be 

informed by Library of Congress decision

Timeline UK/BL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training, testing and evaluation at BL runs more or less in parallel with LC.  BL decision on implementation will be informed by LC decision because of the dependency on US cataloguing. BL won’t train staff until we know LC decision, therefore implementation could not occur earlier than July 2011.   Other institutions and agencies will make their own decisions based on results from their own evaluations.  There are many variables involved and past experience suggests that transition will take time and that there will be a long tail.
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U.S. RDA Test
Timeline

• June 22, 2010 ALA released RDA 
Toolkit

• June-Aug.31 ALA allows free access to 
RDA Toolkit to everyone who registers 

• June-Sept. 30 U.S. testers get training 
and have time to practice

• Oct. 1-Dec. 31 U.S. test of RDA
• Jan-Mar 2011 analysis of test results 

and decisions by U.S. national libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see the timeline for the US RDA test – the Library of Congress, National Library of Medicine and National Agricultural Library are leading a test with 23 other partners this year with a decision we hope early in 2011.  
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U.S. RDA Test
Timeline

• October 1+
• NACO distributes RDA authority records
• LC makes US RDA Test records 

available
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US RDA Test
http://www.loc.gov/bibliographic-future/rda/

RDA content questions
LChelp4rda@loc.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Library of Congress together with the National Library of Medicine and National Agriculture Library have prepared materials for testing RDA in the United States during 2010, and all of our examples and training materials are posted on the United States RDA Test web site – the URL is here.We also have an email account to respond to questions about the content of RDA and the application of LC’s policy statements that will accompany RDA.

mailto:LChelp4rda@loc.gov
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